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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is

not to revolutionize military

psychology or to propose that something new has been discovered
in the field.

Its purpose is

to begin with an interrogative and

then offer a hypothesis on the cause-effect relationship between
combat experience and personality development.
The hypothesis will be supported by citing works both from
science and the arts.

Both of these type sources are felt to be

valid; one as accepted theory within the academic psychological
community,

and the other as the accepted artful expression of

man's collective experience during a great event or epoch.
former data source is
The latter is

The

derived by empirical scientific research.

derived from the personal experience of an author,

or his expression of collected oral tradition, gathered from
those with personal experience.

Combat Stress Reaction(CSR) will

then be described,

and its

briefly discussed,

as they pertain to the returning veteran.

currently accepted treatment methods
The

paper will conclude with a proposal of a mechanism for helping
the combat veteran return to the real world,
society,

regain his place in

and continue to develop and grow as a whole human being.

THE INTERROGATIVE
Can combat experience have an effect on the developing human
personality?

If

relationship?

it

can,

then what is

the cause-effect

Can the degree of effect be predicted?

mitigated before the fact? Finally, how can it

Can it

be

be undone after

the fact?

THE HYPOTHESIS
"Combat experience can cause arrested or abnormal
development of the human personality,
permanent.

either temporary or

The type and extent of arrest is

determined by the

degree and adequacy of psychological development of the
individual at induction during wartime.
delayed if

This arrest will be

the individual enters military service during

peacetime and there is

subsequent transition to war."

PREVIEW

The term "psychological development" is

a broad one,

used in

this context to encompass both the current developmental period
of the individual's life, and his degree of progress within that
period.

For purposes of this paper, the period considered is

generally the latter part of the adolescent period (17-19 years),
and the beginning of young adulthood (20-21 years).
spread covers the vast majority of new inductees,

This age
and the average

ages of those at the "foxhole" level of military service.

2

The intent of this study is

to bring attention to two

particular types of individuals.
Maturer".

This individual is

The first

is

the "Late

one who although completely normal

as measured against accepted standards,
milestones later than his peers.

achieves developmental

The other individual is

he

whose development was not a balanced one due to a lack of one or
more necessary conditions in his earlier life.
A general review of the literature follows.

Its purpose is

to describe those currently accepted aspects of the late
adolescent and early adulthood periods of personality
development.

The intent of the review is

to demonstrate the

complexity of this period during which simultaneous physical,
mental,

social, and psychological development occur.

FHYSICAL AND MENTAL DEVELOPMENT

In the physical development area,

the human achieves nearly

all of his final development during the adolescent period, with
some overlap into early adulthood.
rapid growth period after age 15,
adult height by age 21.1

Males experience their most
and achieve nearly all of their

Males achieve nearly all of their

boney skeletal development by age 19.2

The Digestive and

circulatory system experience rapid growth and increased capacity
during adolescence.
by age 18,

3

And while the heart nearly doubles in size

the end of physical adolescence evidences 95 percent

of adult brain weight.

4

Vital capacity of the lungs also

increases rapidly during adolescence.
3

5

Also during the adolescent period there is

development of

the primary and secondary sex characteristics.

This process is

one of the sources of inner conflict and anxiety of the
individual because of a developing identity reacting to
culturally determined gender stereotypes.

6

It

is

common for

adolescents to experience feelings of self-consciousness and
insecurity in light of sexual changes.
Mental or intellectual development likewise undergoes a
quantum change during adolescence.

The individual's ability to

acquire and use knowledge nears its

maximum capacity.

Quantitative and qualitative cognitive advancements are also
notable.

The quantitative changes are represented by an increase

in well differentiated mental abilities.

The qualitative changes

are manifested as a vast increase in the individual's ability to
effectively deal with a variety of problem solving situations,
especially of an abstract nature.
The ability to conduct formal thought comes as a result of
the developed ability to integrate all past intellectual
operations.

The individual who is well developed is

now liberated

from thoughts in the concrete and can deal with the non-present
and the future.

Important components of this mental development

are the abilities to develop theories, and to adapt to reality.
This encompasses handling of hypotheses and reasoning removed
from present observations.

7

The difference in mental capability

between child and adolescent is

that the former can reason about

"what is", while the latter can imagine "what might be".
4

8

Admittedly, this relationship between physical and
psychological development,

although neatly quantified above,

cannot be exactly predicted or measured for an individual,
alone a group.

let
It

The occurrences may even slip chronologically.

has been recognized that broad general phases exist, but also
that within these phases, an individuals can be an early or late
Earlier maturers in the adolescent phase have been

maturer.

observed to be more adept at social adjustment and have a greater
capacity for leadership.

9

Perhaps of even greater import is

the

observation that many late maturers generate poor self image,
socially backward,

are

and have difficulty getting along with

peers. 1

PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Social development is
personality development.

an important part of overall
Three aspects of social development

occur during the adolescent period and can overlap into young
adulthood.

First there is

establishing SELF,

the five part processes of

or personal identity."1,

second aspect concerns Family Experience,

12,

13,

14

The

when family

reiationships and interaction (as opposed to socioeconomic
status),

and their effects on the individual's self-confidence

and independence are challenged and influenced.

And finally,

Peer Group interaction, encompassing heterosexual relationships
and the struggle for group acceptance.

5

PERSONAL IDENTITY OR "SELF"

Of the five aspects of SELF15,

the Material Self is of

relevance to this study only insofar as the individual's central
and peripheral nervous systems mature in normal fashion,
his conscious mind to the body's sensory end organs.
permits normal sense of environmental conditions,
positional awareness.

linking

This

body needs,

and

Persons not deemed to be within normal

limits in these areas would not normally be admitted into the
military service.
The second aspect,

or

Psychological Self consists of an

interrelated set of attitudes, beliefs,
It

is

the individual's ýriew of who he is,

against

which all information is

judged.

judgements,

and so forth.

and provides a standard
All experience is

interpreted against this standard provided by the Self.
individual's

The

evaluations of all aspects of himself are

determired by his own past experiences and ideas of what he ought
to be.

And how an individual defines himself is

greatly

determined by how others react to him and label him.

However,

his reactions to the reactions of others are modified by his own
evaluation of others and his view of himself.
evaluative process and is

It

particularly dynamic in

becomes a cyclic
adolescence and

early adulthood.
The third aspect of SELF is

a Thinking and Emotional Self.

This has been described as the very core of SELF.
the psychological self,
processes of thinking,

As opposed to

the thinking self focuses on the
comparing,
6

imagining,

and sensing,

not on

the end result or meani..q of those processes.

It

has been

further described as the experience of experiencing.

The data

points gained during this process are further used as additions
to the psychological self's data base and if
interpersonal relationships,

they result from

they affect the social self.

The fourth aspect of self is

the Social Self.

A person's

interactions with others are the most significant influence on
the formation of the self.
uniform,

For instance,

his social self is,

role he is
modified if

playing.

In fact,

in

when a person is

large part,

in

a consequence of the

a person's identity can be greatly

those in his social environment change the way they

label him and respond to him.

An example of this is

the way many

Vietnam veterans withdrew from society after receiving negative
reactions to them by U.S.

citizenry upon their return from the

war.
The fifth aspect of SELF is

that of the Ideal,

the individual would "like" to be.

or that which

Two questions arise in

connection with defining the Ideal self; (1) How are the
individual's goals or aspirations established? and (2)
are established,

Once they

how do they affect the individual's reaction to

his behavior?

THE RESULT OF "SELF"

AND "PHYSIOLOGIC"

DEVELOPMENT (INTERNAL

FACTORS)
To know how a given event will effect an individual,
goals and expectations must be eetermined.
7

It

could be

his

postulated that individuals entering the military without
reasonably complete sets of goals and aspirations could be at a
disadvantage when leaving the service,

having completed the

building of their value and reward system on the rigid military
life-style.

This life-style conforms very little

in expected

behavior or point of view with the real world, which is
hostile and unforgiving of the person who is

often

unable to cope and

conform upon entering.
Finally, it

must be stated that although it

examine the self in segments as listed above,
a cohesive whole,

is

helpful to

the normal self is

functioning as a unit, and presenting a single

image to those who view it.

Additionally, all of the five subsets

of SELF described above interact continuously.
Personal identity formation, which represents the process of
clarifying and becoming aware of one's personal values occurs
simultaneously with the anxiety resulting from physical and
hormonal changes and all extremes of results can be seen.

They

range from adolescents who succumb easily to mute acceptance of
their parents'
strain of it

values 16 , to those who seek relief from the

all in drugs.

THE FAMILY RELATIONSHIP
An important aspect of development of the individual is
family circumstance from which he comes.
material circumstances,

Not taking into account

which have an impact of their own,

8

the

family

authority and relationship structures fall into three general
categories.

They are Authhoritarian,

Democratic,

and Permissive.

Individuals coming from Authoritarian family relationships,
especially those which last into late adolescence and
even early adulthood,

have been observed to demonstrate

resentment of discipline and impulsiveness." 7

Additionally,

these individuals have tendencies toward juvenile delinquency.18
The Democratic family relationship is
adolescent is
autonomy,

consulted in

and is

family matters,

one in which the
given a fair share of

disciplined verbally rather than physically.

Self-confidence and sound rational independence are the hallmarks
of individuals from this type of environment.
On the other hand,
parental control is
little

permissive households,

where little

or no

available or exercised, produce children with

respect for parents, and little

share of the load.

19

desire to carry their

These same individuals tend to blame others,

especially those in authority, when things go wrong.

They cite

lack of support or insufficient guidance for their bad fortune or
poor performance.

They also tend to be resentful of authority

and insecure.A
Another family relationship aspect of individual development
is

the concept of Rite-of-Passage.

our own,

In many societies other than

rites of passage are used to tell

the individual and all

those about him of his coming of age and acceptance into adult
society.

With the exception of rituals like the Bar Mitzvah for

Jewish men and Confirmation for Roman Catholics,
9

and non binding

events such as debutante comings-out,

These rites must have some primordial

formal rites of passage.
meaning,

however,

our society is devoid of

because American youth,

in particular,

have

been shown to substitute other concepts on an individual basis,
for rites of passage. These include developing the concept of a
future, aspirations of upward mobility, and other upward
achievement strivings, which when accomplished,
individual,

that he "has arrived".

symbolize,

to the

Again, the independence and

self-confidence exhibited by the individual can be related
directly to the family circumstance.

21

THE PEER GROUP
As stated previously,
adolescence is
is

part of the mechanism of completing

a search for a personal identity.

The Peer Group

a principal actor in the process of being recognized and

accepted. Acceptance by peers conveys a certain assurance to the
individual of the validity of the standards maintained in the
psychological SELF.
Peer groups are as diverse as is

They range from cliques to

detrimental as they can healthy.
crowds to gangs,

etc...

It

is

society, and can be as

also very likely that the peer

group or groups with which an individual associates or identifies
satisfy a need as well as validate beliefs and standards.

The

process of seeking approval of peers continues within the
military, where there is

a strong need for acceptance,

10

both for

psychological reassurance and a need for security and friendship
in what can be a terrifying environment.

PEER GROUPING AS APPLIED TO MILITARY LIFE
It

has been demonstrated many times that efficient,

effective military units are a product not only of good training,
but also mutual respect and confidence among soldiers developed
of sound peer grouping.

Likewise, when units such as this have

high numbers of casualties inflicted on them, there can be far
reaching psychological effects on the members who are unharmed.
This will result both from the outward trauma of seeing death and
injury, and the loss of persons in whose lives theirs are
entwined.

Individuals well advanced into adulthood should be able

to accept the reality of this more easily than those who are not
only chronologically young,

but also perhaps late psychological

maturers.

ATTITUDE DEVELOPMENT
As yet unmentioned in the descziption of those factors
involved in personality and social development are values,
socioeconomic background,
Adolescence is

and attitude formation.

the period when the individual firmly

develops a value system.A

It

has been described as the time

when they self-define and validate(or not) previously learned
moral principles,
their parents.

It

as opposed to simply conforming to those of
is

also the time when they deeply question
11

society's definitions of right and wrong.A

Keniston in his

1970 study determined that later entry into the conventional
institutions of adult society helped facilitate moral
development.

He noted that college bound youths showed higher

levels of moral development than those not headed for college.
Keniston also feels that the plurality of points of view
experienced in a college environment may cause many to reject
simple,

dualistic thinking about right and wrong and prompt the

seeking of a relativistic concept of morality and truth.

LIFESTYLE EFFECTS ON ATTITUDE/VALUE DEVELOPMENT
This is

not felt to be an indictment of all the world save

those who attend or teach in colleges; conversely,

it

is

used to

demonstrate that there can be a stifling or arresting of morality
development in the individual taken from society at an early
psychological age and placed in the strict,

regimented,

and

highly dualistic environment of military life, further to be put
in

terrifying combat,

and then abruptly released back into

society.
Another factor having great potential impact on the
developing personality, according to Keniston, is
of corruption,
particularly if

hypocrisy,

the discovery

and duplicity in the world,

these traits

are found in those who are early

authcrity figures or who initially propounded concepts of
conventional morality.

This event affects everyone differently,

but could be quite profound if

it
12

were to occur as a result of

military experience,

away from a young person's home base,

could have a long-lasting,

if

and

not permanent effect.

The socioeconomic background has been noted to have several
profound effects.

Individuals from lesser socioeconomic

surroundings are often plagued with low "self-concepts"
initially, and further deterioration of that "self-concept" as
2
they grow older. '

Late adolescence is

an age during which the formation of a
And there is

value scale often becomes final.

common agreement

among experts in the field that values, attitudes,

and ideals act

as prominent organizers of behavior as soon as adolescents can
assimilate them.

5

These values are then plugged into the set

of standards known as the Psychological Self as soon as they are
brought into focus.

THE "SOLDIER"
It
individual's

IS BUILT UPON THE FOUNDATION OF THE "PERSON"
seems reasonable then to accept that the
reactions to the military environment are largely a

product of the moral, ethical,
with his Self formation,

and religious inputs, which,

family structure background,

group experience make him what he is
formation is

flawed or incomplete,

at induction.

If

along

and Peer
this

the military experience can

have a host of negative effects.
The military, by nature of its
not an environment which is
adolescent development.

It

mission and organization,

±s

likely to foster the continuation of
is

an institution which presupposes a
13

level of human development at induction, and begins its

training

from an arbitrarily established baseline.
Entry into the military, especially the Army or Marine
Corps,

are potentially highly demeaning experiences in

themselves.

The inductee is

treated harshly,

and spoken to in

demeaning terms from his entry at the induction station until
basic training is
is

completed.

The military psychology behind this

to break everyone down to zero,

and then rebuild them into a

group of "individuals" who can fight as a "unit", with a common
set of standards, understandings,
under fire.

Induction and training begins with the trainee being

forced to give up, if
His hair is

and unquestioning discipline

only temporarily,

cut off, he is

all personal possessions.

fingerprinted,

institutional clothing and a number.

and issued

The dehumanizing details of

the admission procedures convey to the inductee,

his new,

lowly

status, and all the props for maintaining his socially
presentable self are taken away,
his personal appearance.

removing his sense of pride in

Further, more humility is

forced on the

inductee by the physical surroundings and the rituals in which he
is

constantly mortified.

There is

a total lack of privacy from

continual "inspections" of personal areas, to the showers,
even going to the toilet.

and

This is capped by complete loss of

self determination embodied in having to be told everything which
one may and must do,
before speaking.

and even having to ask permission to speak

This entire process is

14

not unlike being

imprisoned by society, and totally demeaned,
convicted of a heinous crime, but in
It

rewards the early maturer,

the name of training.

for he is

the better or more easily developed leader.
the early maturer,
assured,

for he is

for having been

the one likely to be
It

further favors

the one most likely to be self

fall in easily with peers,

and accept the rigidity of

military life with the least adverse effect.
On the other hand,

the late maturer, who suffers from the

maladies of low self-esteem,

lack of self-assurance,

ability to be accepted by peers,

a lesser

and lower leadership potential

has a number of paths to choose from in the military.
these can lead to poor achievement,

Any of

becoming withdrawn,

and

actual or perceived failure which ultimately reinforces the
individual's already low opinion of himself.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

There is

often insufficient formation of the personality in

the late adolescent/early adult period, particularly in the late
maturer and probably to a lesser extent in

the average maturer to

endure real combat and place it

in proper perspective,

the total picture of his life.

The terms Late, Average,

vis a vis
and

Early Maturer are somewhat arbitrary, and the time windows could
slip several years either way.
In the case of either the normal Late Maturer or the
individual who has not had a balanced environment in earlier
life, a combination of removal from the environment with which he
15

is

familiar and comfortable

(or successfully coping),

and

interruption of his movement toward personal fulfillment can have
the effect of actually arresting healthy development.

This is,

in part, due to the humiliating and dehumanizing treatment in
early training and the placement of the individual in a highly
rigid, ethically dualistic adult institution which is
military milieu.
effect system.

This milieu is
This is

the

an immediately measurable cause-

because the inductee learns early on in

his military training that conformance gains approval of those in
authority.

This lessens or eliminates humiliation or discomfort.

Since there are only two choices,

he is

conditioned to learn

quickly and move at the double, thus gaining the approval of his
superiors and his fellows.
fostered,

Early,

strong peer group formation is

as demonstrated so often by the way soldiers have

risked and lost all in the cause of each other's welfare in
combat.
This sense of security,
well with life in

safety, and comradeship does not fit

the real world.

This is

due to civil life

being less rigid and well defined, and there usually being little
impetus to develop life-or-death comradeships.
majority, without combat experience,
emotions.

If

And the vast

cannot empathize with these

the returning soldier did not have a well formed or

properly formed personality before experiencing military life,
war,

and personal combat,

his entire mentality has been built

around the "Warrior Ethic".

This ethic has no place and few

analogies in civil life, with the possible exception being
16

certain areas of law enforcement.

Whether the soldier's

personality development can be described as arrested or abnormal
will be a function of how far and how well he matured before the
fact.

In contrast, if

that soldier was a solidly developed

adult, war on the personal level should be a terrible experience,
but not a pillar of his personality.
into the military is,

however,

The period of induction

established by conventional wisdom

of when men are sufficiently developed to comprehend their
orders, and physically robust enough to handle the rigors.

This

may not and probably does not often coincide with emotional
sufficiency.

EXAMPLES FOUND IN LITERARY ART

The following sampling from the arts is
felt, however,

a brief one.

It

is

that works portraying the type of problem

illustrated abound in the literature emanating from all of the
major wars of the modern era, and the works are therefore
representative.
The first

example of an art form which substantiates the

hypothesis is
Remarque.

26

the novel "The Road Back" by Eric Maria

The main character is

army of Kaiser Wilhelm.

a 19 year old soldier in the

He is mustered out after serving two

years in the trenches during World War I.

He had enlisted with

many other young men of his town after being influenced by the
nationalist fervor to defend the fatherland from its

enemies.

With the armistice and the return home comes frustration and a
17

loss of a sense of purpose.

His reflections on his experiences

in the front line and after the armistice are used to illustrate
the varying degrees of success which he and his fellow soldiers
have in their struggles to return to civilian life.
main theme is

that although the road back is

filled with disappointments,

where there is

The book's

a difficult one,
life, there is

hope.

The book makes no references to the type of support required by
the returning soldier from society in

general or those persons

closest to him.
Throughout the book,
buddies,

the main character and his wartime

all of whom characterize different personality types,

are the central figures of individual subplots.

These subplots

revolve around the sameness of every soldier's life, the
commonality of purpose in

the trenches versus each man's

dissimilar background and the different life circumstances to
which they return.

Each character makes his way toward the

normalization of his life using the wartime ethos which he
developed of necessity,

and struggles against a world which seems

preoccupied with things which are petty and irrelevant.

These

men continually contrast their present circumstances with the
lives they had lead for so long on the cutting edge.
backgrounds,

Their

previous lives, and peacetime lifestyles serve as

emotional baggage which slows their journeys toward normalcy and
peace of soul.
Indications of arrested personality development are seen in
the difficulties which Ernst, the main character,
18

and the other

veterans of his age experience as they attempt to take up their
lives where they left -ff.
has changed radically.

Specifically,

their sense of values

They no longer place value in society's

accepted norms or institutions such as the academic standards at
the teachers'

academy where they resume the studies they left to

serve in the war.

They have also :ost the unquestioning respect

for police and other legal authority which characterized them as
boys.

They find those things which their non-veteran friends

value and enjoy to be shallow and unrewarding.

They do,

however,

cherish and often refer fondly to the hardships which they
endured together and the unswerving loyalty which men who have
served together in the trenches have for each other.
Their normal psychological development has been arrested
and that process has been diverted in an abnormal direction due
to the need to survive both physically and emotionally in an
abnormal circumstance.

The experiences in a combat environment

were so intense as to have provided strong input into their
psychological self, that part of the self which provides
standards.

Many of the standards developed in

the wartime

experience have no parallel in civil life, especially in
peacetime.

Further,

very strong peer group acceptance,

far

different from any found in the normal existence of an
adolescent,

was formed.

This adaptation took place during the

tumultuous and formative period of their adolescence,
overwhelming and possibly displacing yet additional sub-elements
of personality development cited in the review of the literature.
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found in the motion picture "The Best

The next example is
Years of Our Lives.'127

This story portrays the struggles of
The

three veterans following their return from World War I1.
story is

the people back home that there will

an attempt to tell

be many veterans returning from the war and each will have to
conduct his own personal struggle to return to society.
additional theme is

An

that these veterans won't ever be able to

take up where they left off, but must be helped to gain a new
place because they aren't precisely the same men who went off to
war.
One of the three veterans in the story is

a banker with a

well established life and partially grown children.

His is

the

easiest transition because he has a strong support base which
includes financial security,
colleagues,

a job to return to with respected

and a compassionate and patient family.

This

and probably

character's circumstances are highly idealized,

represent the minimum requirements for every veteran to return to
society with the least amount of trauma.

He still

has difficulty

becoming comfortable with his surroundings and great patience is
required of his family and friends to help him find his way back
to reality.
The second veteran is

a much younger man,

but he too comes

from a sound background consisting of patient parents,
security,

material

and a girlfriend whose love for him has not been

affected by the loss of both his hands in combat.

This veteran,

whose prewar life seems to have been idyllic, has monumental
20

difficulty convincing himself of his own self worth without his
hands.

His girl and his parents play an important role in

return to normalcy by their unflagging support,
love,

and patience.

Both this and the first

his

expressions of

case cited represent

difficulties experienced by returning veterans whose prewar lives
were rewarding and their personality development,
complete,

if

not

was at least balanced.

The third soldier in the story is

a man whose life before

the war was unrewarding and not conducive to healthy
psychological development.

His family was dysfunctional,

his

socioeconomic background was lowly, and he had no romantic
interest.

As a soldier, he assimilated so well that he rose from

the ranks to become a Captain.

He was competent and heroic,

he came home a decorated hero.

However,

being mustered out,
dysfunctional,

his troubles began.

and

after returning home and
He found the same

unhappy family circumstances.

The girl he'd met

and hastily married on a furlough before going overseas quickly
lost patience with his need for support and assistance in
adjusting,

and left him.

Additionally,

he found that his hero

status didn't last long and he couldn't even find a job. His is
case of psychological development gone awry.

a

The contributing

factors can be seen in all three areas of personality
development.

First, his psychological self was probably

overwhelmed with the input of standards and values of the
military life-style.

Second,

his development would have suffered

from lack of strong, healthy family influence.
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This would have

contributed to his hasty marriage to a person he hardly knew in
search of love and stability.

Third,

he found the strong,

rewarding peer group experience he'd had as a soldier could not
be found in

the new and unfamiliar environment.

In summary,

his

prewar psychological development was neither balanced nor
healthy, and the earlier developments were either overwhelmed or
replaced by the inputs from his life as a combat soldier.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM REVIEW OF THE ARTS

First of all, every man who experiences combat is
it

regardless of how he appears when he returns, he is

same person who went to war.
progressing previously is

His development as it

not the

was

arrested and/or redirected.

the society he left continued on its

changed by

path of evolution.

Likewise,
This

combination of the changed man and the changing society make it
extremely difficult for even the most even tempered and mature
individual to reenter society without strain.
The literature points out, in both stories cited,
is

hope for many,

however,

if

not most.

that there

The Remarque book indicates,

that not all affected individuals can return.

Vignettes

not cited here describe the destructive pathways taken by some
returned veterans.

Both stories illustrate that those

individuals with strong family and love interests can assimilate
more easily.

Veterans return in varying degrees of need and

emotional fragility and these conditions are to some degree
attributable to their past life's

experiences and circumstances.
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Society in

general,

doesn't participate in war,

identify or empathize with the combat veteran,

can't

and rially doesn't

pay much attention to him after the initial hero's welcome - if
there is

one.

The younger soldiers are the ones most intimately

connected with actual combat,

and are the most affected.

However,

all combat veterans need close personal and societal support to
reenter society.

COMBAT STRESS REACTION

The Combat Stress casualty is

defined as one who is

unable

to successfully cope with the perceived external threat on his
life and with the emotional sequels of trauma such as prolonged
difficulties in
and rage,
trauma.

adaptive functioning,

feelings of helplessness

and repetitive emotional reconstructions of the
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The case could be made that some or all of these conditions
apply to every combat veteran,

regardless of the amount or

intensity of fighting in which he participated.
The point to be made here is

not how or whether to draw a

line separating the Combat Stress Reaction (CSR)
the mere combat area veteran.

Rather,

it

is

casualty from

to find

commonalities in the observed syndromes of CSR and arrested
development,

if

and cure its

ills.

they exist, to better understand the human mind

In this light, the CSR treatment methodology deserves
review. The stages of this methodology of quickly restoring the
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soldier to full functionality and emotional adequacy are easily
adaptable to programs of reorientation to the non-combat
environment for both returning career soldiers and separated
veterans.
Briefly stated, the principles of treatment for CSR are:
Prompt resumption of normal and adaptive functioning,
symptoms and disturbances are still
natural social support or, in
support,

(3)

present,

its

absence,

(2)

(1)

even if

Reliance on

creating alternative

Regaining self-perception as healthy and coping

while rejecting the illness label,
encouraging abreaction,

which is

(4)

Legitimizing and

defined as the reliving of

traumatic events.2

RECOMIENDATIONS

The first

two treatment principles above are applied by

placing the soldier back in

his unit in

a fully functioning duty

position as soon as possible with trusted comrades and unit
members as a functioning support group.

Principles three and

four assert the importance of re-inculcating the soldier's
feeling of soundness and self-worth while making him and those
around him understand that instances of abreaction are part of
the total healing picture.
Analogues of this four step approach to returning the
soldier to duty as soon as possible and actively assisting in
total recovery or transition could be developed in both the
active military and the civilian community.
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his

The program within the military but outside the combat
theater would serve to place men rotated out of combat into
dynamic jobs with little

time or opportunity to succumb to

feelings of low self worth or dependency.

Support apparatus both

within the unit and installation would serve to reinforce
feelings of health and normalcy,
with abreact2 on.

and provide a forum for coping

The question remaining is

how to develop an

analogue to the four step CSR treatment for helping soldiers who
have left the military,
back to normalcy.

and who need a mechanism to guide them

Initially, the decision must be made to end,

for all time, the individual replacement system and rotate
company level units in

and out of the line wherever possible;

battalion level unit rotations would be preferable,

for the

morale and combat readiness of the battalion and the brigade.
Men who train and operate together prior to combat gain each
other's trust. This confidence in

each other and in their

leadership constitutes a dynamic support mechanism.

It

is

not

without good reason that regimental and other type unit pride and
esprit has long been supported in the world's major armies.
Units or individuals relieved from combat must not be
hastily processed for demobilization and separation without
first

having time to mentally retire from the action. These units

should be first

assigned to a rear area to refit, clean up,

and

rest before being shipped to CONUS.
Finally, combat units returned to CONUS should be assigned
to a rehabilitation center for a period sufficient to accomplish
25

operational debriefing, psychological

medical evaluation,
evaluation and rest.
been separated in

This contradicts the way personnel have

as few as 5 days after being removed from

combat during the Vietnam and Gulf wars.

A protracted period of

post conflict rest and rehabilitation gives men the opportunity
to slowly reduce the need for peer bonding,
feelings,

scale down intense

and a liberal leave and pass policy would allow men to

gradually regain the feel of the "real" world.
The next important step is

a change in military obligation

requiring participation in a Reserve Component Troop

policy,

Program Unit mandatory for two years after completion of active
duty.

Participation in a reserve component unit would serve to

provide a continuance of familiar surroundings and people with
like experiences and needs,

and the ability to empathize.

It

would ensure a support group mechanism and reinforcement of
self-worth,

and the vital environment needed to cope with

abreaction.
Finally, there should be a structure added to the Veterans
Administration to initiate a proactive program of post-service
evaluation, counselling,

and follow-up for every combat veteran.

This could be made efficient for tracking veterans by cooperation
with the reserve component units and headquarters which have the
veterans assigned. Of course,
argument that an increase in
VA,

there would be the immediate
funding would be required for the

which would not be well received in these times of cost

cutting.

However,

this writer feels that the long term gains
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both in

real help for men with emotional wounds and actual cost

saving due to early diagnosis and treatment would far outweigh
initial

expenditures.

But this paper is

not about cost saving.

Its purpose remains to offer a hypothesis of why some men return
from wars in the ways they do.

Finally it

is

to offer a method

for bringing them home in the best health possible.
Preventive Medicine has long been accepted as part of the
"total patient health" picture.
Military Psychology,

Likewise,

the literature of

though often attaching different names,

has

long recognized and catalogued the emotional disorders resulting
from combat.

It

soldier support.

is,

therefore,

time to initiate a new aspect of

That aspect is

a chain of support for every

combat soldier to help him cope with the horrors and emotional
rigors of war.

This chain of support must extend from his

fighting unit, through the Army's Medical Department and the
Veterans Administration and Reserve Component.

A proactive

approach as described but briefly in this paper would serve not
only to immediately treat the affected soldier but also to follow
his recovery after return to CONUS or even separation.
multi-agency,

This

multi-component approach could well save a

substantial amount of national treasure as well as lives.
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